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2 JIEH HSIANG AND GUAN SHIENG HUANGmethod, which may produce di�erent conjunctive normal forms depending on whichprime implicants are chosen, our method is completely deterministic.We then present a notion of normal form for a Boolean function with a don't-care condition, and an e�ective way for generating this normal form.A Boolean function with a don't-care conditionA is a (partial) Boolean functionwhose values on truth assignments in A are unde�ned. This concept is usefulin circuit design in which the task of speci�cation can be simpli�ed by ignoringtruth assignments that are inconsequential. However, during the actual design andfabrication of such a speci�cation, the truth assignments in A must be given somevalue. Depending on the designs, the values may be �lled di�erently. Thus, even iftwo designs satisfy the same speci�cation, they may represent di�erent functions.This makes the circuit veri�cation problem signi�cantly more complicated.From an algebraic point of view, a truth table with a con't-care condition rep-resents a class of Boolean functions. Thus, if there is a mechanical way of choosinga \normal form" out of the entire class of functions, then checking the equivalenceof two functions (under the same don't-care condition) becomes reducing the twofunctions into the same normal form. we present such a method in section 4. Ourmethod is based on the Buchberger algorithm for generating the Gr�obner basis ofthe ideal de�ned by A, and uses this Gr�obner basis to produce a unique normal formfor each equivalent class of Boolean functions. Our method should make verifyingcorrect implementations of speci�cation with a don't-care condition considerablyeasier.In Section 5 we show two ways of performing automated theorem proving forpropositional logic in the Boolean ring framework. The �rst one is a resolution-style procedure based on Buchberger algorithm. This procedure was �rst describedin [KN]1, and is di�erent from resolution in several ways. First the input is notrestricted to clausal form. Second it employs the inference rule of simpli�cation,which has no natural counterpart in the resolution framework. Simpli�cation is apowerful way of reducing the search space in theorem proving [BH].The second method we present is a Davis-Putnam like procedure. In addition tosplitting, an inference rule employed in Davis-Putnam [DP, DLL], it also utilizesthe inference rule of simpli�cation. Since simpli�cation is more natural and hasmuch more reduction power than the unit clause rule of Davis-Putnam, we feelthat it may have some advantage over Davis-Putnam as a basis for an e�cientsatis�ability checker.In the last section of the paper, we give some reasons on why Boolean ring hasnot been used more extensively in logic or computer science. We also point outareas where it can be used productively.2. The Boolean ring normal formA Boolean ring is a commutative ring (B; +; �; 0; 1) in which � is idempotent(i.e., x � x = x) and + is nilpotent (i.e, x + x = 0)2. The operator + is known in1The �rst approach to automated theorem proving using the Boolean ring representation is,to our knowledge, [H85]2It is easy to show that the nilpotence of + is a consequence of the idempotence of �.



SOME FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF BOOLEAN RING NORMAL FORMS 3logic design as exclusive-or. By introducing the relationshipx ^ y � x � yx _ y � x+ y + xy:x � 1 + xone can show that the corresponding algebraic structure (B;^;_;:; 0;1) is a Booleanalgebra [S]. The isomorphic relationship between Boolean algebras and Booleanrings was found in 1936 by Stone [S] and could probably date back to 1927 byZhegalkin [Z].A Boolean function of n variables is a mapping from f0; 1gn to f0; 1g. In therest of the paper we reserve B for the set f0; 1g and F for the set of Booleanfunctions with n variables.The operators � and + can be extended to the functional level. Let f; g 2 F ,we de�ne f � g as a function h such that h(x) = f(x) � g(x) for all x 2 Bn. Theoperator + is de�ned similarly. Since a Boolean ring is also a �eld, we know that(F ; +; �; 0; 1) is a commutative ring, where 0 and 1 are the constant functions 0and 1.Let x1; � � � ; xn 2 F be the projection functions such that the value of xi dependsonly on the ith argument, it is easy to see that the set fx1; � � � ; xn; 1g generatesthe entire ring F . In other words, F can also be regarded as a polynomial ringB[x1; � � � ; xn].A Boolean function m is a monomial if it can be represented as a conjunction:Yx2V x where V � fx1; x2; :::; xng:If V is empty, then m is the unity function 1. In this de�nition, as in the rest of thepaper, we use Q as a shorthand for a chain of conjunctions and P for a chain of\+". Note that since � is idempotent, each Boolean variable appears in a monomialonly once.A Boolean function can be expressed as a sum of monomials. Such a represen-tation is called a Boolean polynomial. By the nilpotence of +, an identical pair ofmonomials in a Boolean polynomial can be deleted. Thus, each monomial can ap-pear at most once in a Boolean polynomial. With these simpli�cations, a Booleanfunction can be represented by a unique Boolean polynomial normal form whichis either 1, 0, or a sum of distinct monomials. This normal form is the Booleanring normal form (BRNF ). We emphasize that unlike the well-known disjunctivenormal form (DNF), BRNF is unique for any Boolean function.Theorem 2.1. (Stone 1936) There exists a unique BRNF for each Booleanfunction with n variables.Given a Boolean function, we can derive its Boolean ring normal form by re-duction using a canonical set of rewrite rules. This method was �rst presented in[H85]. We describe it here briey.A rewrite rule is an oriented equation. A rewrite rule can be applied to reduce aterm, via equational replacement, in the left-to-right fashion. This process is calledsimpli�cation. We require that the simpli�cation relation be well-founded. Thatis, no term can be simpli�ed inde�nitely. The well-foundedness requirement canusually be ensured by imposing a simpli�cation ordering when orienting equationsinto rules [D]. If a term cannot be simpli�ed by a set of rewrite rules R, then we



4 JIEH HSIANG AND GUAN SHIENG HUANGsay that the term is R-irreducible. If a term s is simpli�ed by R to a term t and t isR-irreducible, then we say that t is an R-normal form of s. Note that the normalform of a term may not be unique. A set of rewrite rules R is called a canonicalrewrite system if the R-normal form of every term is unique.The following is a canonical rewrite system, called BA, for Boolean algebra:x _ y ! x � y + x+ yx � y ! x+ y + 1:x ! x+ 1x � y ! x � y + x+ 1x � 1 ! xx � 0 ! 0x � x ! xx+ x ! 0x+ 0 ! xx � (y + z) ! x � y + x � zWe remark that the operators + and � are commutative and associative.Given a Boolean function, one can apply the rules of BA to simplify it (inarbitrary order) until no more simpli�cation is possible. The resulting (unique)normal form is the BRNF of the Boolean function.For example, given p ^ (p _ q), it can be transformed into it BRNF as follows:p ^ (p _ q) ! p(pq + p+ q)! ppq + pp+ pq! pq + pq + p! p3. Generating BRNF from a truth tableIn this section we describe a method for generating the Boolean ring normalform of a Boolean function represented by a truth table. Our method works on thetruth table directly and does not need auxiliary notions such as prime implicantsin Karnaugh map. Furthermore, since BRNF is unique, our method is also moredeterministic.Let D denote f0; 1gn, the domain of the Boolean function, where n is assumedto be a �xed integer throughout this section. Given a truth assignment s (of the nvariables x1; � � � ; xn) we use si to denote the value of xi in s.Definition 3.1. Let s and t be two truth assignments. We say that s is apositive extension of t if1. for all i such that ti = 1, si = 1,2. there exists an i such that ti = 0 and si = 1.The set of positive extensions of s is denoted pex(s).Definition 3.2. Let s be a truth assignment. We use� jsj to denote the number of si which is 1,� br(s) to denote the monomial Qsi=1 xi. For the truth assignment s whichassigns 0 to all Boolean variables, br(s) is 1.



SOME FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF BOOLEAN RING NORMAL FORMS 5For example, if s = (0; 0; 1), then jsj = 1, pex(s) = f(1; 0; 1); (0; 1;1); (1; 1;1)g,and br(s) = z.We are now ready to give the ip-tag algorithm which produces the BRNF froma truth table.Flip-tag algorithmInput: a truth table fOutput: the BRNF of f1. For each s 2 D, let tag(s) := f(s).2. For i from 0 to n, for each s such that jsj = i, if tag(s) = 1,then for every t in pex(s), tag(t) := tag(t) + 1.3. output Ptag(s)=1 br(s).Example 3.3. Consider the following truth table:x y z f0 0 0 00 0 1 10 1 0 11 0 0 00 1 1 01 0 1 11 1 0 01 1 1 0At the beginning the tag function of the truth assignments is the same as f .The Flip-tag algorithm dictates that the tag be examined, from top to bottom.Whenever a 1 is encountered, the tag of all the positive extensions of that truthassignment is reversed. For the given function, the algorithmworks as the followingtable shows: x y z tag(s) final � tag(s) br(s)0 0 0 0 0 10 0 1 1 1 1 z0 1 0 1 1 1 y1 0 0 0 0 x0 1 1 0 1 0 0 yz1 0 1 1 0 0 xz1 1 0 0 1 1 1 xy1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 xyzBy collecting br(s) of those truth assignments s whose �nal tags are 1, we gety + z + xy + xyz as the BRNF of f .For the ease of demonstrating the example, we created a new tag column when-ever a 1 in the tag of a truth assignment s is encountered. In this case, the tag ofeach the positive extension of s is changed in the same column.We now show the correctness of the ip-tag algorithm. Before we start, weneed a few de�nitions and simple lemmas.Definition 3.4. Let s be a truth assignment, we use rep(s) to denote theBoolean expression Qsi=1 xiQsj=0 �xj , where �x is :x or, equivalently, x+ 1.



6 JIEH HSIANG AND GUAN SHIENG HUANGFor example, if s = (0; 0; 1), then rep(s) = �x�yz.Proposition 3.5. Let V be a set of variables and f be a Boolean function(represented by a truth table), then1. 1 +P;6=U�V Qxj2U xj = Qxj2V (xj + 1).2. f =Ps where f(s)=1 rep(s).These are two basic Boolean properties and we skip the proofs.Lemma 3.6. Let s be a truth assignment, then rep(s) = br(s)+Pt2pex(s) br(t).Proof. We �rst observe that for each t 2 pex(s),br(t) = (Ysi=1xi) Ytj=1&sj=0xj= br(s) Ytj=1&sj=0xj :Let V be the set of Boolean variables such that sj = 0. Thenrep(s) = Ysi=1xi Ysj=0(xj + 1)= br(s) Ysj=0(xj + 1)= br(s)(1 + X;6=U�V Yxj2U xj)= br(s)(1 + Xt2pex(s) Ytj=1 &sj=0xj)= br(s) + br(s)( Xt2pex(s) Ytj=1 &sj=0xj)= br(s) + Xt2pex(s) br(s) Ytj=1 &sj=0xj= br(s) + Xt2pex(s) br(t):Thus, by Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 3.6, we haveLemma 3.7. Let f be a Boolean function given as a truth table, then f =Ps; where f(s)=1(br(s) +Pt2pex(s) br(t)).The correctness of the flip � tag algorithm follows from Lemma 3.7. For eachof truth assignment s whose value is 1, a copy of br(s) and one of each of br(t),where t 2 pex(s), need to be added to the Boolean expression of f . However,since + is nilpotent, any two identical copies of monomials can be eliminated. Byworking the main loop from the less de�ned (fewest 1's) to the more de�ned truthassignments, we are ensured that the monomial representing less de�ned truthassignments will not be reconsidered later in the algorithm. The tag function isthen used to keep track of whether a truth assignment s really has the value 1 whenall truth assignments less de�ned than s have already been considered.



SOME FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF BOOLEAN RING NORMAL FORMS 74. Normal form of a Boolean function with a don't-care conditionLet A be a subset of Bn. A (partial) Boolean function f is said to be with thedon't-care condition A if the values of f on truth assignments in A are unde�ned.Such a partial Boolean function can also be regarded as a class of (total) Booleanfunctions with identical values for truth assignments not in the set A. From thisviewpoint, we say that two (total) Boolean functions f and g are equivalent underA, denoted f �A g, if f(s) = g(s) for all s 62 A. It is obvious that �A de�nes anequivalent relation. We use [f ]A to denote the equivalent class of f under �A.In this section we describe a method for deriving a unique normal form foran equivalent class of �A. This problem is interesting at least for the followingreason: In circuit design one often encounters a circuit speci�ed as a truth tablewith a don't-care condition (say A), since one may not be concerned with some ofthe output values. During actually design, one needs to assign values to the truthassignments in A in order to have a working circuit. The values assigned, however,may di�er due to di�erent design techniques. Thus, two di�erent designers mayproduce circuits representing di�erent functions although both are correct withrespect to the original design. In a mathematical formulation, it simply means thatthe two functions designed, f and g, belong to the same equivalent class of �A.A challenge that arises is how one may verify the correctness of such two circuits.Most of the known methods do not apply since they usually assume that the twocircuits under investigation represent the same function.The method which we are going to present here provides a solution to thisproblem.4.1. Generating set of an ideal. Let F = B[x1; � � � ; xn] be a polynomialring, and A be a don't-care condition. Let FA = ff jf �A 0g. It is easy to see thatFA is an ideal of F .The equivalence of the two relations F=�A and F=FA is established by thefollowing lemma, whose proof is trivial.Lemma 4.1. f �A g if and only if f + g 2 FA.This lemma suggests a scenario for solving our problem. That is, if there is ane�ective way for checking the membership of FA, then the equivalence of f and gcan be easily decided.We present such a method based on a notion of generating set dcalled Gr�obnerbasis. Informally, a Gr�obner basis is a set of rewrite rules which reduces all membersof the same equivalent class to a unique normal form. (The normal form for FAunder a Gr�obner basis is, obviously, 0.)Definition 4.2. Given a polynomial ring F = B[x1; � � � ; xn], a don't-carecondition A and its associated ideal FA, a generating set, G, of FA is a set ofpolynomials fg1; � � � ; gng such that� for every p 2 FA, there exists polynomials p1; � � � ; pn such thatPi pigi = p,and� for every p1; � � � ; pn,Pi pigi 2 FA.Lemma 4.3. The singleton set fgjg(s) = 1 iff s 2 Ag is a generating set ofFA.The proof is obvious.



8 JIEH HSIANG AND GUAN SHIENG HUANGExample 4.4. Let A = f(1; 0; 0); (1; 1; 0); (1;0;1)g. Then the set fxyz + xg isa generating set of FA. (The expression xyz+x can be generated using the ip-tagalgorithm given in the previous section.)4.2. Gr�obner basis. Most of the results in this section apply to any poly-nomial ring over a �eld. However for simplicity, we present them only in terms ofBoolean polynomial rings, which is su�cient for our purpose.Continuing from Example 4.4, since xyz + x�A 0, we can treat it as a rewriterule xyz ! x. By imposing a total ordering on the set of monomials, we can orientall polynomials into rewrite rules of the form m ! � where m is a monomial and� is the rest of the polynomial. Such an ordering can always be obtained by �rstimposing a total ordering on the set of Boolean variables, say x1 > � � � > xn, thencompare two monomials �rst by their sizes, then by the members of the monomials3.We remark that the resulting ordering is well-founded.A polynomialp, when treated as a rulem! �, induces a reduction �!p de�nedas follows: Given two Boolean polynomials p1 and p2, p1 �!p p2 if p1 = m1m + �for some monomialm1 and polynomial � and that p2 = m1�+�. For simplicity weshall drop the subscript p unless confusion may occur. Since the ordering used toorient polynomials into rules is well-founded, the associated reduction relation !is irreexive, antisymmetric, and well-founded. We call such a reduction relation anoetherian relation.Let R be a set of (Boolean polynomial) rewrite rules and ! be its associatedreduction relation, a Boolean polynomial p is said to be in R-normal form or R-irreducible if p is a BRNF which is not reducible using rules in R. Let ��! and� ! be the trnasitive and reexive-transitive closures of !, then ! is Church-Rosser if for every polynomials p and q such that p � ! q, there is an r such thatp ��! r � � q. It is well-known that if ! is noetherian and Church-Rosser, thenevery p has a unique normal form (see, e.g., [DJ]).Definition 4.5. A Gr�obner basis of an ideal FA is a generating set GA suchthat, when oriented as rules, the reduction relation is noetherian and Church-Rosser.Theorem 4.6 (Buchberger). For every ideal FA of a Boolean polynomial ring,there is a Gr�obner basis GA. Furthermore, a polynomial p is in FA if and only ifp ��! 0.An immediate consequence of the theorem is thatCorollary 4.7. Let FA be an ideal and [f ]A be an equivalent class. Then allBoolean functions in [f ]A have the same GA-normal form.In other words, once we �nd the Gr�obner basis of FA, we can produce all theintended normal forms.4.3. Buchberger algorithm for generating Gr�obner bases. An algo-rithm for generating the Gr�obner basis of an ideal was given by Buchberger [B].As is consistent with the rest of the paper, we simplify the algorithm to work onlywith Boolean polynomials.3Other total orderings can be obtained in similar ways. For instance, by comparing twomonomials using the multiset ordering [DM], one can order monomials in a di�erent way.



SOME FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF BOOLEAN RING NORMAL FORMS 9Let R be a set of rewrite rules (converted from Boolean polynomials) and letm1m ! � and m2m ! � be two rules in R, where m 6= 1, then m1� +m2� is anR-critical polynomial. An R-critical polynomial is non-trivial if its R-normal formis not 0. We use CP (R) to denote the set of rewrite rules obtained by orienting allnon-trivial R-critical polynomials derived from rules in R.A set of rewrite rules R is inter-reduced if every rule r 2 R is irreducible withrespect to R n frg. By reducing rules in R among each other, one can alwaysmaking R into an inter-reduced one. We call the resulting (inter-reduced) set ofrules reduced(R).With these de�nitions in mind, we introduce a version of the Buchberger algo-rithm for generating a Gr�obner basis for a set of polynomials.Input: A set of polynomialsP and a total ordering on the set of variables.Output: a Gr�obner basis G of P.1. InitiateR to be the set of rules converted from the polynomialsin P.2. While CP (R[ fxx! xgx2V) 6= ;, do(a) R := R[CP (R[ fxx! xgx2V)(b) R := reduced(R)3. G := RThis version of the algorithm is clearly not the most e�cient, but it is su�cientfor expository purposes.Including the idempotence rules (xx ! x) is essential for the completeness ofthe method4.Example 4.8. Take the ideal in Example 4.4, in whichA = f(1; 0; 0); (1; 1; 0); (1;0; 1)gand fxyz + xg is a generating set of FA. Assume that x > y > z, then the startingrewrite system is xx ! x(4.1) yy ! y(4.2) zz ! z(4.3) xyz ! x(4.4)Rules (4.3) and (4.4) produces a critical polynomialxyz+xz which, after reduction,becomes xz + x. It is then made into a rulexz ! x(4.5)The new rule (4.5) then reduces rule (4.4) intoxy ! x(4.6)Since there is no more non-trivial critical polynomials, we obtain G(I) = fxy !x; xz! xg.4.4. Normal form of a Boolean function with a don't-care condition.Now we are ready to give a procedure for producing the normal form of a Booleanfunction with a don't-care condition.Let f be a Boolean function with the don't-care condition A. We may assumethat f is represented by a truth table. We proceed as follows:4We should note that we could not �nd any literature on Gr�obner basis in which the idem-potence rules are explicitly included in the generation process, although it may be due to ourunfamiliarity with the literature.



10 JIEH HSIANG AND GUAN SHIENG HUANG1. Find a generating set of FA, and call it I. (This can be easily done byapplying Lemma 4.3.)2. Construct the Gr�obner basis of FA, GA, using the aforementioned Buch-berger algorithm and I.3. Choose a (total) Boolean function g from the equivalence class [f ]A. (Thiscan be done by assigning 0 to all truth-assignments in A, and apply theip-tag algorithm.)4. Reduce g to its Boolean ring normal form with respect to GA. The resultingnormal form is a unique normal form for f .Example 4.9. Consider the function f de�ned by the following truth table:x y z f0 0 0 00 0 1 10 1 0 11 0 0 X0 1 1 11 0 1 X1 1 0 X1 1 1 0In Example 4.8 we have already derived the Gr�obner basis for the don't-carecondition in this example: GA = fxy ! x; xz ! xg. By replacing the X in thede�nition of f by 0, we obtain a function g whose BRNF, by ip-tag algorithm,is y + z + xy + xz + yz + xyz. A �nal stage of normalization using GA yieldsx+ y + z + yz, which is the unique normal form of f .5. Boolean ring-based propositional reasoning5.1. Buchberger algorithm for SAT/UNSAT. The Buchberger algorithmdescribed above can be easily adopted to become a theorem proving procedure forpropositional logic.Given a set of propositional formulas S = f'1; � � � ; 'ng. Since logically itmeans that each of the formulas 'i is true, we convert the 'i = 1's into Booleanring rewrite rules and carry out the Buchberger algorithm. If S is unsatis�able,then the ideal represented by S will be the ring itself. In other words, the equation1 = 0 will be produced by the Buchberger algorithm with S [ fxixi ! xigi if andonly if S is unsatis�able.When converting formulas into rules heuristics can be applied to produceshorter rules. For instance an equation of the form'1 ^ � � � ^ 'n = 1can be transformed into n equations'1 = 1; � � � ; 'n = 1;before converting into rules. Similarly, an equation'1 _ � � � _ 'n = 0can be transformed into equations'1 = 0; � � � ; 'n = 0:



SOME FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF BOOLEAN RING NORMAL FORMS 11We remark that the procedure we are described here does not require that theinput formulas are in clausal form.Example 5.1. Given a set of clauses S = fp _ q; t _ s;:p _ :t;:p _ :s;:q _:t;:q _ :sg. S can be transformed intopq ! p+ q + 1(5.1) st ! s + t + 1(5.2) pt ! 0(5.3) ps ! 0(5.4) qt ! 0(5.5) qs ! 0:(5.6)Rules (5.1) and (5.3) produce a critical equation pt+ qt+ t = 0 which, after furthersimpli�cation, becomes rule t ! 0:(5.7)Rule (5.7) immediately deletes rules (5.3) and (5.5), and simpli�es rule (5.2) intos ! 1:(5.8)Rule (5.8) then simpli�es rule (5.4) intop ! 0(5.9)and rule (5.6) into q ! 0:(5.10)As the last step of the procedure, rules (5.9) and (5.10) simpli�es rule (5.1) into1 ! 0;(5.11)which means that S is unsatis�able.Applying Boolean ring formalism to theorem proving was �rst described in[H82, H85], in which a complete procedure for inputs in clausal form was pre-sented. The main purpose there was aimed at studying complete theorem provingmethods for �rst order logic, and the propositional procedure came as a side result.The �rst theorem proving method which used both Boolean ring and Buch-berger algorithm was given in [KN]. This method, although complete for proposi-tional logic, was not complete for �rst order logic. It was later made into a completemethod in [BD].5.2. Davis-Putnam �a la Boolean ring. We may regard the proceduresmentioned in the previous section as resolution-like procedures in the frameworkof Boolean ring. While critical polynomial generation roughly corresponds to res-olution, these procedures have the advantage of powerful simpli�cation inferenceswhich have no equivalent notion in resolution5. However, the procedure has itsshortcoming. For instance, one needs to include the idempotence rules when gen-erating critical polynomials.5In resolution framework there are simpli�cation inference rules such as subsumption andclausal simpli�cation, as described in, e.g., [L] , but they are not as natural as simpli�cation withrewrite rules.



12 JIEH HSIANG AND GUAN SHIENG HUANGIn this section we introduce a Davis-Putnam like procedure, which does notneed the generation of critical polynomials. This procedure has two inference rules.The �rst one is reduce, which reduces a set of Boolean rules in an inter-reduced set,reduced(R). This inference rule is the same as the one in the Buchberger algorithm.The second inference rule is split, which chooses a Boolean variable, say x, and splitR into two sets, R1 = R [ fx! 1g and R2 = R [ fx! 0g.The procedure works as follows: Given an input set of rules R, we �rst reduceit to reduced(R). If the resulting set contains contradiction (1 = 0), then R isinconsistent. Otherwise choose a Boolean variable and split reduced(R) accordingly.The two resulting sets of rules can be treated recursively. The input set R isinconsistent if and only if all of the resulting sets lead to contradiction. If R isconsistent, then each resulting set that does not contain contradiction will containa truth assignment which satis�es R.In the following we put the above informal description into a recursive proce-dure. We call a Boolean variable x splittable in R if neither x! 0 nor x ! 1 is arule in R.procedure DPBR(R;S)input: a set of Boolean rules Routput: a collection of truth assignments S1. R := reduced(R),2. if 1 = 0 2 R,then stop,else if there is a splittable variable x in Rthen R1 := R [ fx! 1g,call DPBR(R1; S),R2 := R [ fx! 0g,call DPBR(R2; S),else add R as a truth assignment to S.If the input set of rules is R, then the procedure starts from DPBR(R; ;).It is obvious that this procedure is complete. It is di�erent from Davis-Putnamin several aspects. First, the input set needs not be in clausal form. Thus, itmay have some advantage if the input formulas cannot be readily transformed intoclausal form. Second, reduce is strictly more powerful than the unit clause rule ofDavis-Putnam in terms of reduction power. Therefore we feel that the number ofsplits necessary in the average case should be smaller than Davis-Putnam, althoughwe have not yet done any rigorous studies.Example 5.2. Now we re-do Example 5.1 using the \Davis-Putnam"approach.Since no reduction can be done, we choose an arbitrary variable, say p, to split.Then the two new sets are:



SOME FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF BOOLEAN RING NORMAL FORMS 13pq ! p+ q + 1(5.12) st ! s + t + 1(5.13) pt ! 0(5.14) ps ! 0(5.15) qt ! 0(5.16) qs ! 0(5.17) p ! 1:(5.18)and pq ! p+ q + 1(5.19) st ! s + t + 1(5.20) pt ! 0(5.21) ps ! 0(5.22) qt ! 0(5.23) qs ! 0(5.24) p ! 0:(5.25)It is easy to see that in both cases the set produces 1 = 0 after one round ofsimpli�cation.As another example, we demonstrate that our method may use fewer applica-tions of splitting than Davis-Putnam.Example 5.3. Let S be the set of clause:p _ :q _ :r;:p _ :q _ r;p _ :q _ :r;:p _ q _ :r;:p _ q _ r;p _ :q _ r;p _ q _ :rp _ q _ r:



14 JIEH HSIANG AND GUAN SHIENG HUANGIt is easy to see that Davis-Putnam needs two steps of splitting. In our method theclauses are transformed intopqr ! 0pqr ! pqpqr ! qrpqr ! prpqr ! pq + pr + ppqr ! pq + qr + qpqr ! pr + qr + rpqr ! pq + pr + qr + p+ q + r + 1:Note that the contraction 1 = 0 through simpli�cation alone without using anysplitting. 6. DiscussionBoolean ring is an alternative representation to Boolean algebra. Instead of_, it uses +, exclusive-or. Consequently, there is a unique normal form for everyBoolean function, in which negation (:) is not necessary.In this paper we presented several procedures for various operations based onBoolean rings. We described a simple method for deriving the Boolean ring normalform directly from a truth table. We also described a notion of normal form ofa Boolean function with a don't-care condition, and showed an algorithm basedon Gr�obner basis for generating such a normal form. Finally we discussed twoBoolean ring based theorem proving methods for propositional logic. Although thetwo methods, to some extent, resemble ground resolution and Davis-Putnam, theyhave more simpli�cation power and seem to be quite e�ective.Despite its extreme simplicity, the Boolean ring representation has not beenused extensively both in logical reasoning and in computation. It is interesting toinvestigate why it is the case.Operationally the main di�erence between exclusive � or and or is that theformer is nilpotent. Consequently negation does not appear in the normal form.This makes Boolean ring formulas hard to read for human, since one cannot tellwhich predicate symbol is negated and which is not. When a formula is long, itbecomes impossible to make a natural interpretation of its meaning. This problemmay partially explain why logicians have not used Boolean ring in actual reasoning.The same problem may also explain why Boolean ring has not been morewidely used in automated deduction. Boolean ring based �rst order theorem provingmethods (e.g., [H85]) have been demonstrated to be quite favorable when comparedwith other methods [HJ, PR, WS, BB, KZ]. However, due to the normalizationprocess, it is not likely that one can reconstruct the generated proof back to human-readable form once the proof is found. Thus, when one is interested in deriving aconvincing proof rather than just demonstrating that the theorem is correct, thenBoolean ring is not a good choice.Boolean ring is not used more widely in circuit design for a similar reason.One of the more popular circuit design methodologies is programmable logic array(PLA). It is conceivable that the OR gates in PLA can be replaced by XOR.However, once an input to the OR gate is true, the output is decided. For XOR,
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